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Executive
Summary
ALL PUBLIC ART is a peer-to-peer transparent art
marketplace powered by blockchain technology
that focuses on securing the provenance of
artworks, enabling fair and accurate price
valuations of art using structured data and a
cryptographic staking mechanism to incentivize
crowdsourced
value
assessments,
while
harnessing the power of a proprietary machine
learning model to predict the future price value of
artworks, making it the first online marketplace to
offer a price prediction system powered by a
combination of human and artificial intelligence.
APA also strives to help art professionals track the
growth of artists throughout their careers,
minimize counterfeiting and provide a secure
place for art patrons to financially support artists.
Having been in development since 2015, the APA
platform is perfectly poised to thrive in the
flourishing online art market, which, according to
a report by insurer Hiscox Ltd., is growing at an
annual rate of 24% and is expected to reach $9.58
billion by 2020.

Creativity is
intelligence
having fun.
Albert Einstein
This summary should be read as an introduction to the whitepaper. Any
decision to invest in the virtual tokens should be based on consideration of
the whitepaper as a whole. This offering does not constitute an offer or
solicitation to sell financial instruments and any such offer or solicitation of
financial instruments can only be made only by means of a prospectus or
other offering documentation in terms of any applicable Maltese law.

All Public Art is dedicated to minimizing the following three
major problems in the art market:
1. Artists struggle to sell artwork: It is typically a challenge for
artists to be represented and exhibited by art galleries that sell
artwork for them. APA's platform is designed to support
entrepreneurial artists as they navigate the art business early in
their careers by offering functionality that makes it easier to
access buyers and sell their artwork. With the transparency of
Blockchain technology and data collected from the
transactions on APA, art galleries will now be better equipped
to gauge whether an artist is ready to be represented. If artists
desire to be represented by an intermediary, such as an art
gallery or art consultant, APA will offer the perfect interface to
present their careers for art professionals to assess. If artists
decide to sell independently without an intermediary, the
platform will equip them to successfully trade their artwork
directly with buyers while enjoying APA's 0% commission rate
on their sales.
2. Minimize counterfeit art in the art market: In the art market,
counterfeiting has been a problem for years. All Public Art has
a solution: to use the power of blockchain technology to
reduce illegal activities in the art market by implementing a
system in our platform that will help validate the authenticity
of artworks by tracking their data. Activities such as illegal price
manipulation, collusion and kickbacks can be costly to
investigate and extremely difficult to prove. APA's platform will
help to bring more transparency to the market and raise the
bar of integrity within it.
3. Contributing to the clarity of price valuations: APA is
developing a system to help art collectors make sound
decisions when they are deciding to purchase art. Through the
power of blockchain technology, All Public Art’s marketplace
will enable the fair and accurate valuation of artworks by using
crowdsourced value assessments along with other structured
data, while training a constantly improving machine learning
model that predicts the future value of artworks.
All Public Art’s vision is to contribute to the growth and
sustainability of the global art community by supporting the
art market and igniting artist-to-collector trading based on
blockchain technology and smart contracts. By creating such
an ecosystem, All Public Art strives to serve the global
community of artists and art lovers, which will undoubtedly
continue to help the art market thrive for years to come.
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Introduction
All Public Art serves as a connection between three
areas with incredible potential: art, blockchain
technology and the people who create, sell or buy
art. The art market’s growth and development
continues to thrive through the unique merging of the
aforementioned areas. By combining each area into
a new, disruptive model of art trading, All Public Art
ensures that there is an art market that is beneficial and
fair to artists and collectors alike. Supporting All Public
Art means supporting a healthy future for the arts as it
brings together artists and consumers, from all walks
of life, who share the same common interest: to make
acquiring art, enjoyable, efficient and fair for all.

Many global economic factors affect the demand for
art. In the United States, which possesses the largest
art market by value, the rising equity markets, as well
as increasing home prices and low unemployment
contribute to the purchasing power of those who
possess discretionary money to purchase art. In
2017, the International Monetary Fund increased its
forecasted GDP growth in the U.S. to 2.3% in 2017 and
2.5% in 2018. [2] Due to the resilience of the art market
and its continued growth, there is a positive outlook for
its future.

Acquiring art is a privilege that contributes to the quality
of life in modern society. Households, businesses,
institutions, and public spaces are all transformed
when art is introduced to the environment. Over the
years the art market has continued to grow and change
along with the economic climate and now blockchain
technology is a new exciting development that will
contribute towards its continued success in the 21st
century. The TEFAF 2017 Global Art Market Report
announced that the global sales of art in 2016 were $45
billion, a 1.7 percent increase on the comparable figure
for 2015. [1]

(Source: ArtTactic Forecaster Survey 2017 - https://artforecaster.com)

Auction houses have dominated the sales in the art
market; however, according to the recent reports from
TEFAF a shift is now occurring. The report states that
“sales are moving away from the auction houses to the
private sector, both to private sales by auction houses
and to dealers. In 2016, public auction sales of works
of art, high-end jewelry, and decorative arts, reached
$16.9 billion globally, a drop from $20.8 billion in 2015.”
[2]

Q: How do you feel about the OUTLOOK of the global
contemporary art market in 2017?

NEGATIVE
16.0%

POSITIVE
41.0%

2016
NEUTRAL
43.0%

NEGATIVE
8.0%

POSITIVE
59.0%

2017
NEUTRAL
33.0%

There is a natural desire to exclude the intermediary,

avoid paying a commission price for the artwork and
trade art with ease. All Public Art strives to serve the
artists, sellers, collectors and consumers who desire a
smooth and easy process to trade art.

COPYRIGHT © 2017-2018 ALL PUBLIC ART LIMITED ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

[1] Artnet News. “Welcome to the $45 Billion Art Market: 5 Things to Know From the
TEFAF 2017 Global Art Market Report.” Artnet.com, Artnet News, 4 Mar. 2017,
www.news.artnet.com/market/tefaf-2017-art-market-report-880727/amp-page

[2] Sussman, Anna Louie. “New Report Projects Art Market Growth in 2017—
Here’s Why.” Artsy, Artsy.net, 9 Feb. 2017
www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-new-report-projects-art-market-growth-2017/amp
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Introduction
Blockchain technology offers great potential and is suited to the art market
as it enables direct (peer-to-peer) services for the artists, sellers, collectors
and consumers, while offering transparency of the sales.
This will minimize the number of counterfeit artworks as well as intermediary
price manipulation in the market. In the past, a buyer and seller would have
to trust the intermediary (auction house, art consultant or art gallery) to
coordinate the trade. In addition, there would be a commission paid to
the intermediary. With All Public Art’s platform, there is no need to pay a
commission fee and blockchain technology offers complete transparency
for both parties involved in the transaction. The team at All Public Art are
proud to offer you the opportunity to be a part of All Public Art. Utilizing the
advantages of blockchain technology to disrupt services in the art market is
an innovative and exciting prospect.

All Public Art is Dedicated to 6 Goals
Support artists, sellers, collectors and
consumers that trade art;
Enable transparent, publicly auditable
transactions between artists, sellers,
collectors and consumers through
blockchain technologies;
Leverage new and exciting
technology to help artists;

Improve the online art market with a
price prediction system powered by
a combination of human and
artificial intelligence;
Reduce counterfeit art in the market
through modern identification
methods and blockchain tracking
technologies;
Connect the global community of
people who love art.

All Public Art aims to create a thriving community of people who purchase
and sell art with the advantages of blockchain technology. All Public Art’s
team is excited to execute ideas that will integrate blockchain technology
into the art market, improve art trade services and increase the economic
and social benefits in the art community on a global scale. The funds we
gather will enable us to develop and implement a variety of innovations that
we are planning for the art market. This is an opportunity with the potential
to reward all participants; the collector/consumer will not be dependent on
an intermediary demanding a commission from the sale. Artists and sellers
alike will receive better compensation for the art they produce/sell. Both
parties will be able to enjoy complete transparency during trade through
smart contracts utilizing blockchain technologies.

COPYRIGHT © 2017-2018 ALL PUBLIC ART LIMITED ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Introduction
The All Public Art Mobile App
All Public Art’s mobile app and AllPublicArt.com has been a success since its
launch in 2015. The mobile application and website are operated by All Public
Art Limited, which is the company launching the AllPublicArt token. Thanks to
our ever-growing community of active users, great art has never been
easier to find and share anywhere in the world. Great reviews from artists
and art fans have continued to come in as we have continued to develop
the app over the years. Follow people whose artistic taste you like, explore
art in our 360° Virtual Reality online gallery, browse and discover new artworks
from around the world, catch up on art news daily, and find art events to attend
in your area. The All Public Art app is available on the Apple App store and the
Google Play store. Artists and art enthusiasts from all around the globe can
be a part of our community by registering on the app or on
AllPublicArt.com. The momentum we have gathered from all our members and
the positive feedback has kept us striving to improve on our previous
successes. There could not be a more perfect time for us to capitalize on this
momentum and user base to implement our blockchain enabled, transparent,
peer-to-peer marketplace.

COPYRIGHT © 2017-2018 ALL PUBLIC ART LIMITED ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Opportunity
For a number of years, the All Public Art team has been involved in the art
market and the Internet Technology field. Our team is therefore equipped
with the relevant knowledge and experience which will contribute to the
service that we will execute on our platform with blockchain technology.
Since 2015, All Public Art’s team has been working towards building a
robust platform that is equipped to grow with the thriving online art
market. In December last year Bloomberg reported on the rapid growth
of the art market, stating: “The online art market is growing at an annual
rate of 24 percent and expected to reach $9.58 billion by 2020, according
to a report by insurer Hiscox Ltd. At Sotheby’s, Internet buyers spent
$155 million in 2016, up 20 percent from a year earlier, and about half of
all online bidders were new to the auction house. Christie’s doubled the
number of its online-only sales this year. The young, global, tech-savvy
audience of startup Artsy participated in 41 auctions of its partners such
as Phillips and Sotheby’s -- and the company expects to quadruple such
collaborations in 2017.” [3] There is no doubt with regards to the potential
of the art market. All Public Art strives to serve the global art community by
providing a platform that will successfully contribute to the art market’s
growth.

[3] Kazakina, Katya. “Art Market Trends Poised to
Captivate Investors Next Year.” Bloomberg.com,
Bloomberg, 23 Dec. 2016
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-12-23/these-artmarket-trends-are-poise d-to-captivate-investors-in-17

The introduction of blockchain technology into the art market, cuts out
the need for an intermediary which is more cost effective for
everyone involved. What is a smart contract and why is it beneficial for
buying and selling art? A smart contract is a blockchain-based program
that due to its transparency, will bring trust and security to the art trading
process. Smart contracts also reduce additional transaction costs normally
associated with selling art. The smart contracts are executed immediately
after the buyer and seller agree, which saves time and is an added
convenience during the transaction. When connecting cryptographic
infrastructure with the art sector, an opportunity is created for business
process optimization, as well as more transparent and efficient
functioning within the art market. One of the more useful aspects of
smart contracts is their ability to help buyers track the data of the
transactions made. As a result, buyers are able to collect data from the
trades to minimize the risks of counterfeit art, fraud and market
manipulation.
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The Vision
The primary objective and long term goal of All Public Art, is to have the AllPublicArt token be the go-to peer-topeer trading tool in the art market. For that vision to be achieved in the art market, the All Public Art’s
marketplace has been executed. The art market and blockchain technology will merge perfectly due to the
combination of these fundamental features of the program:

Simple Communication

A Transparent System

Security and Stability

With blockchain technology, the
rules are autonomously proposed
and communicated, therefore, the
use of smart contracts enables
the art buyer and seller to trust
the technology instead of relying
on one another or a third party
to orchestrate the deal. This
eliminates human error, potential
business
manipulation
and
uncertainty, while improving the
efficiency of the process.

On the All Public Art blockchain,
all of the transactions are public
(not the identity of the buyers or
sellers) and cannot be altered in
any way once on the blockchain.
This unique feature of blockchain
technology ensures a conducive
business environment for the
artists, sellers, art collectors and
the consumers involved.

On the All Public Art blockchain,
all of the transactions are public
(not the identity of the buyers or
sellers) and cannot be altered in
any way once on the blockchain.
This unique feature of blockchain
technology ensures a conducive
business environment for the
artists, sellers, art collectors and
the consumers involved.

Empowering Artists and Art Collectors
Many entrepreneurial artists believe that decentralizing the art market from being dependent on intermediaries is a
progressive step that will position artists to have more control over the success of their careers. For those who
desire to sell independently, APA has created a system that provides solutions for every aspect of selling art and
building an artistic career. Decentralization is the process of redistributing or dispersing functions, powers, people
or things away from a central location or authority. This definition is perfectly suited to the art world and gives
power back to the artists and art collectors by empowering each party to conduct their own transactions.

A Community of Supporters
Artists rely on the support and help of people who believe in them. All Public Art has a vision of people sending
artists AllPublicArt tokens as a means of support on All Public Art or other platforms. The token does not have to be
used on All Public Art; it can be sent to an artist’s wallet if they provide their wallet’s information to their supporters
or post its address on social media platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook or Instagram.
All Public Art’s disruptive model merges the most powerful features of blockchain technology with the art market
to create a new service designed to have a lasting impact. In order to achieve a successful community of peerto-peer trading, the All Public Art marketplace is in the process of being established. All Public Art is proud to
present art collectors, art enthusiasts, consumers, artists and art sellers an opportunity to join All Public Art as we
strive to contribute to moving the art market forward.

Helping Art Galleries, Art Organizations and Art Professionals
Art galleries, auction houses, and art consultants have assisted and helped art buyers to make sound investment
decisions and have contributed to the growth of the art market for years. The role of art organizations have been a
powerful force in building the art market and APA is dedicated to helping to propel the art world forward as
technology and new opportunities are presented in the 21st century. Art galleries are constantly seeking new talent
to present to the art world. On APA, the art professionals working toward advancing the careers of artists will be able
to make their assessments by viewing details, such as the transaction history, in the profiles of artists. Secured by the
blockchain, the information will be stored for art professionals in art galleries and organizations to view.

COPYRIGHT © 2017-2018 ALL PUBLIC ART LIMITED ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Machine Learning & Artificial
Intelligence Price Valuation Model
All Public Art is a peer-to-peer transparent art marketplace powered by blockchain technology which will enable the fair
and accurate valuation of artworks using crowdsourced value assessments. A cryptographic staking mechanism is used
to align the incentives of individual valuators who are rewarded based on the accuracy of their valuations determined by
the outcomes of auctions on the marketplace. APA uses these crowdsourced valuations together with other structured
data to train a constantly improving machine learning model that predicts the future value of artwork, making it the first
online marketplace to offer a price prediction system powered by a combination of human and artificial intelligence.

THE CURRENT SYSTEM OF APPRAISERS
In order for a marketplace to exist, there needs to be a mechanism by which prices are set. In the art world, expert art
appraisers traditionally fulfil the price discovery role and these appraisals are used to set reserve prices at auction.
Expert art appraisers make appraisals based on:
•

Statistics about the artwork such as medium, size, style, color palette, materials costs, production date, provenance,
etc.

•

Statistics about the artist such as number of works of art they have sold and at what prices, how many and which
galleries, museums and institutions they have exhibited in, the number of years they have been active, their
education, etc.

•

Statistics about similar artists and similar artworks.

•

Intuition built by observing and appraising countless artworks that encodes subtle aspects of the artwork that are
more difficult to quantify such as composition quality and the originality of the artwork.

Each appraisal contains a lot of subjectivity - both in terms of which variables the appraiser includes in their appraisal and
in the quantification of subjective features such as artwork originality and composition quality. As a result, two different
appraisers working independently are almost certain to arrive at different appraisals for the same artwork.
Since the purpose of an appraisal is to give an accurate estimate of the sale value of an artwork, the only objective way
to fairly and accurately measure the quality of an appraisal is to compare the appraisal value to the price at which the
artwork is sold (assuming it sells at all). We can use the absolute percentage error between the appraisal and the sale
price to quantify the quality of the appraisal:

Since appraisals are meant to be a leading indicator of the sale price, using the error between an appraisal and subsequent
sale price for a work of art presents a problem because the artwork seller who commissions an appraisal would want to
know how reliable the appraisal is before the artwork is put up for sale. Moreover, using this approach would mean that
the appraisal could only be evaluated if the artwork actually gets sold.

USING CROWDSOURCED ASSESSMENTS
One way to arrive at an estimate of the value of a work of art without needing to wait for it to sell is to ask many different
individuals to independently assess its value and use a statistic calculated from the distribution of these “crowdsourced”
assessments as an estimate of the value of the artwork. Crowdsourcing has been shown to be a powerful “alternative to

COPYRIGHT © 2017-2018 ALL PUBLIC ART LIMITED ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Machine Learning & Ar�����������
Price Valuation Model (cont.)

expert-based judgment or purely data driven approaches to predicting the future, with empirical support for the use
of crowdsourcing as a prediction method” [8]. In fact, there is evidence to suggest that in many cases “a large group of
diverse individuals will come up with better and more robust forecasts and make more intelligent decisions than even
the most skilled ‘decision maker’” [11]. We therefore distinguish between an “appraisal” by a professional art appraiser
and an “assessment” of the value of a work of art that could be provided by a professional appraiser, an art enthusiast,
or the output of a purely data-driven machine learning model that might use the same kinds of metadata features as
professional appraisers [4]; or encode visual attributes of the artwork using cutting edge computer vision techniques
such as deep convolutional neural networks [5, 6].
The standard statistic used to aggregate a sample of many independent observations into a single observation is the
sample average defined for a set of assessments
defined as:

The top graph in the figure below illustrates what we might obtain if we asked every assessor in the world to give an
assessment for a particular work of art, together with the average value of the assessment distribution marked in red.
It is not practically possible to obtain an assessment from every assessor in the world (the unobservable population of
assessments) so instead we will obtain a sample of assessments from a finite number of assessors (n = 5 assessments for
example as shown in the middle graph in the figure below). If we repeatedly obtained random samples of assessments
from 5 random assessors and calculated the average of these samples, the distribution of the sample averages would be
centered at the true average of the unobservable population distribution. As the number of assessors in the increases
(the bottom graph in the figure where n = 30), the standard error (spread) of the sample average distribution decreases
making the sample a more accurate approximation of the assessment population average due to a fundamental statistical
result called the “Central Limit Theorem” [1].

COPYRIGHT © 2017-2018 ALL PUBLIC ART LIMITED ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Mathematically the standard error of the sample average is defined as follows, showing that the error of the sample
average (how close the approximation is when using a sample of assessments approximate to the underlying population
of all assessments) decreases as the number of assessments in the sample increases:

The sample average is equally weighted which is to say that if we use the sample average of many assessments to
approximate the value of a work of art, each assessment contributes equally to the overall sample average assessment
statistic that we would use as our final assessment value. A better approach that has been shown to outperform equalweighting as a method of combining crowdsourced predictions of Supreme Court decision outcomes [8] is to weight the
contribution of each prediction to the final statistic based on the historical performance of the individual who submitted
that prediction (with historically better assessors’ predictions counting more towards the final statistic than historically
underperforming assessors). In the analysis described above, the historical prediction quality rank of the i-th participant
Qi (calculated as the ranked median error E across all appraisals that the appraiser has participated in) is used to weight
their contribution and only a subset M of predictions from the top k predictors is included in the final statistic calculation.
In addition, the average calculation is not a linear weighted average like the simple sample average described earlier but
an exponentially weighted average which makes predictions from historically better predictors to have an even higher
proportional contribution to the final aggregated statistic:

The blockchain, and in particular the mechanism of “staking,” presents an elegant approach to practically implement
the skill-weighted average calculation described above, which will almost certainly outperform even the single best
assessment from an individual assessor and improve over time as the individual assessors’ track records develop.

USING STAKING FOR INCENTIVIZATION
Staking is essentially the process of placing tokens into escrow for some period or until some event is triggered as a
guarantee of the validity of some action on the part of the staking party, for example submitting an assessment whose
quality will only be realized at some point in the future (for example, when an artwork is sold). Staking is useful because
assessors would need to be incentivized with some reward to provide assessments but it would only be productive to
crowdsource assessments if these assessments are real and represent the assessor’s true informed belief about the value
of the artwork they are assessing. Staking can be used to align the incentives of the assessor with the APA marketplace by
instituting rules where the assessor’s stake is not returned if the assessment turns out to be too far from the realized sale
price in the event that the artwork is sold (or too far off from the skill-weighted sample mean in the case that the artwork
does not sell). Staking is a critical game-theoretic aspect of a system where individuals are rewarded for submitting
predictions (as first shown by Numer.ai [2], a platform where data scientists submit predictions on movements in financial
markets) since individuals would otherwise be rewarded for submitting random junk assessments which add no value (a
problem known as “overfitting”) which would adversely affect the quality of the final skill-weighted average assessment.
While blockchain-based prediction markets, such as Augur [3] and Gnosis [12], exist which could theoretically implement
crowdsourced art assessments, their generality (the Augur whitepaper describes such varied examples as predicting
temperature highs and also whether North Korea will fire a missile in some time period) requires them to devise complex
mechanisms to verify the outcomes of events. Unlike Augur where a group of “profit-motivated reporters” verify and
report the outcomes of events being predicted, the record of sale of artwork on the APA marketplace is stored directly
on the APA blockchain and therefore the error between each assessment and the sale price (in the event of a sale) can
be computed directly.

COPYRIGHT © 2017-2018 ALL PUBLIC ART LIMITED ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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THE APA VALUE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
The APA skill-weighted artwork value assessment system works as follows:
•

A seller posts a work of art to APA to be sold at auction and requests an assessment on the APA platform to be used
as the reserve price for the artwork at auction.

•

During an “assessment period” (For example, 24 hours), each APA assessor is asked to submit an encrypted (secret)
assessment of the artwork’s value to the APA smart contract (via the APA marketplace web interface).

•

After the assessment period is over, no more assessments will be accepted and APA calculates a skill-weighted
average price of the crowdsourced assessments to be used as the reserve price for the artwork at auction using
the equation defined earlier.

•

If the artwork is sold at auction, a fee (1% of the hammer price) is charged with a portion (0.80%) paid directly
to the assessors of that artwork as the assessor reward R (using the equation defined below) and the remaining
portion of the fee (0.20%) added to the APA assessor reward pool. The assessor reward R for artworks that do not
sell at auction is a fixed amount (for example $20) paid from the assessor reward pool where the fixed non-sale
assessor reward amount is set by APA depending on the the supply and demand of assessments.

•

Mathematically, we first compute the absolute percentage error
for the
assessment relative to either
the hammer price (in the event of a sale) or relative to the skill-weighted average price
(in the event the
artwork is not sold in the auction) and then create a subset of
valid assessments out of the
submitted
assessments by excluding all assessments whose error is more than one standard deviation from the median of
the assessment errors. We also define the inverse proportion assessor. I’s error relative to the total error among
valid assessments as
reward

The reward

paid to assessor

is then the fraction of the artwork’s assessor

defined as follows:

•

The assessor reward pool (initially seeded by APA) is used to reward assessors for contributing assessments to the
APA platform. Over time, the reward pool will eventually be made up completely from the reward pool allocation
of the fee from successful auction sales.

•

To disincentivize bad actors from creating many assessor accounts and submitting many random assessments in the
hope that some of their assessments will be close to the sale price by random chance to collect rewards, assessors
will be required to submit a small stake amount s denominated in APA tokens when submitting assessments to
the APA smart contract. This staked amount will be held in escrow (inaccessible to both the assessor and APA)
until after the auction is concluded. If their assessment is determined to be invalid by the definition described
in the reward calculation above - or if the assessor is detected to be colluding with other assessors to game the
reward system - then their stake is not returned but instead added to the assessor reward pool and that assessor
is rewarded nothing for their invalid prediction.

•

The staking mechanism aligns the incentives of the assessors with the APA platform and the act of staking tokens
reduces the monetary supply which increases the value of the outstanding APA tokens.

COPYRIGHT © 2017-2018 ALL PUBLIC ART LIMITED ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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APA PROPRIETARY MACHINE LEARNING MODEL FOR PRICE PREDICTIONS
In addition to computing skill-weighted average assessments of the value of a work of art that will likely [8] be more
accurate than even the best single assessor’s assessment, APA is currently creating its own proprietary machine learning
model that uses all the structured data related to each artwork on the APA marketplace together with the crowdsourced
assessments as additional model inputs to predict the future value of each artwork. The prediction from the predictive
model will be provided together with the crowdsourced skill-weighted assessment as additional value to art collectors,
art galleries and users of the APA platform.

A HEALTHIER ART MARKET
Robert Read, the head of Art and Private Clients at Global Insurer Hiscox, is quoted in the 2018 Hiscox Online Art Trade
Report [13] as saying “lack of transparency, especially concerning pricing, seems to be the main stumbling block holding
the online art market back.” By crowdsourcing artwork value assessments and constructing skill-weighted assessment
valuations, APA will bring more pricing transparency to the art market. This will make art sellers more confident about
listing their artwork for sale and less fearful that they may be pricing their artwork too high (and risk having it not sell)
or too low (and risk leaving money on the table) – and make art buyers more confident about the future value of the
artwork they are buying, leading to a more active and transparent art marketplace.

[1] Online Statistics Education: A Multimedia Course of Study (http://onlinestatbook.com/). David M. Lane, Rice University.
[2] Craib, Richard, Geoffrey Bradway, Xander Dunn, and Joey Krug. “NUMERAIRE - A Cryptographic Token for Coordinating Machine Intelligence and Preventing Overfitting,”
2017, 1–5. https://numer.ai/whitepaper.pdf.
[3] Peterson, Jack, Joseph Krug, Micah Zoltu, Austin K Williams, and Stephanie Alexander. “Augur: A Decentralized Oracle and Prediction Market Platform,” 2017, White Paper.
https://www.augur.net/whitepaper.pdf.
[4] Galbraith, J. W. and Hodgson, D. (2017) ‘Econometric fine art valuation by combining hedonic and repeat-sales information’, pp. 1–17.
[5] Elgammal, A., Kang, Y. and Leeuw, M. Den (2017) ‘Picasso, Matisse, or a Fake? Automated Analysis of Drawings at the Stroke Level for Attribution and Authentication’, pp.
1–24. Available at: http://arxiv.org/abs/1711.03536.
[6] Yamamura, Hiromi, Yasuhito Sawahata, Miyuki Yamamoto, and Yukiyasu Kamitani. “Neural Art Appraisal of Painter: Dali or Picasso?” NeuroReport 20, no. 18 (2009): 1630–
33. doi:10.1097/WNR.0b013e3283331322.
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All Public Art will start by implementing AllPublicArt token trading services on our existing
platform, operated by All Public Art Limited, as this will optimise successful art trading.
We will leverage blockchain technology on All Public Art for artists to trade with art collectors
and art enthusiasts. When a user on the All Public Art platform successfully registers, they can
join the marketplace. In order to trade art on All Public Art one would need to obtain AllPublicArt
tokens. Issued by All Public Art Limited, AllPublicArt tokens will be issued after All Public Art’s
APA token sale.

Trading Process

The following is a simplified example of how the
process of trading artwork for APA tokens would
work on the All Public Art platform:

1. Registration
Artists, art collectors and anyone interested in engaging with the All Public Art community or APA’s services must
register on the platform. After registering and creating a profile on AllPublicArt.com or in the mobile app, an artist
may post artworks and art related items in exchange for APA tokens. Art collectors interested in trading their APA
tokens in exchange for artwork must also register and create a profile on All Public Art.

2. Unique IDs
When an artist registers on the platform they will receive
a unique ID which will be used to authenticate all their
transactions on the blockchain. Collectors who register
on All Public Art will also receive a unique ID, however
their personal information will be kept private from
the artists and the public. The unique IDs assigned to
artists and collectors will be seen when a transaction is
documented by APA allowing the history of an artwork
to be verified. When an artist posts a tradable artwork
or art related item, it will also be given a unique ID by
APA. Artists will be required to provide a description
and images of the artworks they post on All Public Art.
When an artist wants to add an artwork that can be
traded on All Public Art, they will be required to choose
from 1 of 4 security options for artwork identification.
Each option varies according to the level of security the
artist wants to apply to the artwork’s ID. For example, a
hand drawing or sketch on a piece of paper may only
require a simple ID to be assigned in the system, while a
painting created for a major art gallery exhibition may
require a much higher level of identification security.
There are 4 options provided:

COPYRIGHT © 2017-2018 ALL PUBLIC ART LIMITED ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

a. Unique ID with QR code: When an artist registers a
work of art in the system, this level of identification
will assign a long ID number and a scannable QR code
that they can apply to the artwork. Artists can apply
the QR code and ID to the back of the piece so that
the collector and anyone else may verify the code on
the blockchain. They can also include the QR code and
identification number on the artwork’s Certificate of
Authenticity. The level of security for the first option
low due the ease in which a QR code can be copied.
This option is ideal for those that are merely interested
in documenting the history of a standard work of art,
that is not valued at a very high price. Artists will be
encouraged to fully document their artwork with
pictures, a description, and additional information
about the artwork on All Public Art.
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b. Unique IDs embedded in tamper sensitive stickers
and holographic stickers: This option is designed
so that if anyone attempts to remove the sticker or
hologram from the back of the artwork, the owner will
know that it was tampered with. This makes it harder
for a criminal to steal the ID applied to the artwork. All
Public Art will have the stickers available in exchange
for APA tokens during the artwork registration process.
When the sticker is delivered to the artist, they can
apply it to the back of the artwork. Artists that desire
an extra level of security can spray or paint a layer of
sealant over the sticker to discourage and minimize
the risk of anyone tampering with it. An owner will
be able to verify the authenticity of the artwork and
retrieve information about the piece by matching the
ID number on the artwork with the ID number in the All
Public Art system.
c. Micro RFID chips in Adhesive applied to the artwork:
With the power of RFID technology, we can apply
adhesive directly to a very small section under or on
the back of an artwork and embed an RFID micro chip
within it, similar to a thin layer of paint. Considered
the smallest RFID chips on the market, the size of each
micro chip is 3mm x 3mm, with a thickness of 0.7mm.
The adhesive, which is applied directly to the back or
under the artwork, secures the chip and is very difficult
to remove after it cures on the selected surface. With
the approval of the artist or owner of the artwork, All
Public Art will send a qualified professional to conduct
the process of applying the RFID micro chip and
adhesive to the artwork. The representative will use a
transponder to register the artwork directly onto the
Blockchain. All Public Art will provide this service and
assist in the registration process in exchange for APA
tokens. This option is ideal for valuable works of art that
require a sophisticated level of secure identification.
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d. RFID tags (Radio Frequency Identification chips):
RFID chips allow us to confirm an artwork’s authenticity
via RFID and NFC (Near-field communication) readers,
which are available as apps on mobile phones or
devices for computers. In exchange for APA tokens,
artists will be given a RFID tag (each containing a small
chip) that can be securely applied to the back of an
artwork. The size of each tag is 1” x 2” and can be subtly
placed behind or under a work of art. When the artist
completes the registration of the artwork on All Public
Art, each chip assigned to the artwork will be registered
to the APA system and blockchain. To confirm that the
RFID tag is assigned to the artwork, an artist can simply
use the All Public Art system to type in the Unique ID
on the tag or scan the tag with an NFC reader app in
their mobile phone. The artist, owner or possessor of
the artwork can also track the history of the artwork
with the RFID chips. All Public Art will provide customer
service support to artists, owners and institutions
to assist in the process of securing the chips to the
artworks and registering them in the APA system. The
process of assigning an artwork to the blockchain
was successfully completed on October 26, 2016 by
Bitland when they registered the first work of art on the
blockchain with RFID chips to prove that household
items could be easily insured by the blockchain.[4] With
the simple touch of an NFC reader, anyone can verify
the details of an artwork that were originally provided
by the artist during its registration. With blockchain
technology, anyone will be able to view the detailed
information about the artwork to verify its authenticity
and its history.

[4] Gencer, Yasemin. “Bitland Registers First Properties onto Blockchain in October
and Competes in Fincluders Start-up Challenge in Berlin in November.” Steemit.com,
Steemit, 8 Nov. 2016
steemit.com/bitland/@yasemin-gencer/bitland-registers-first-properties-onto-blockchain-inoctober-and-competes-in-fincluders-start-up-challenge-in-berlin-germany-in
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For each of the identification options, more than one ID may be assigned to an artwork that is made up of multiple
parts, such as triptychs or sculptures that consist of multiple separate pieces. There are a variety of artworks constructed
and designed in many different ways and All Public Art understands that there are works of art that may be uniquely
designed in ways that would make it difficult to apply physical identification methods such as QR codes, tamper
sensitive stickers, RFID tags and RFID micro chips. The artwork identification options provided are designed for the
artworks that are typically traded and shipped in the art market. When there is a case where a physical identification
method cannot be applied to a work of art, an All Public Art customer service support representative will assist the
artist or owner with registering the artwork with detailed documentation that can be included in the APA system
during the registration of an artwork. We are dedicated to ensuring that artists and collectors have the appropriate
option to protect their artwork and verify the authenticity of it as it is traded in the art market.

3. Trading
Artists will list their artwork for the exact amount of tokens that they are willing to trade the artwork for. When an art
collector finds an artwork that they want to trade tokens for, they may simply click on the “Acquire Artwork” button
on the “Details page” of the artwork. Once the button is clicked, the trade process is initiated. The smart contract
associated with the trade will be coordinated with All Public Art’s API to document the details of the transaction on
the Blockchain as well as transfer the APA tokens to a temporary address and lock them until the artwork is confirmed
as received.

4. Shipping
Artists have 2 shipping method options to choose from on All Public Art. In order to give artists and collectors the
option to choose the type of shipping they want (From specialized Fine Art shipping service companies to standard
USPS shipping), the shipping transactions are done separately from the artwork trade process. Shipping artwork can
vary depending on the requirements of the transaction. For example, some artworks need to be insured with special
criteria, some have unique sizes and weight characteristics that require special attention, which Fine Art shipping
companies specialize in. Some of the artworks, such as small prints that are sold at a low price may only need to be
shipped via FedEx, UPS or the United States Postal Service (USPS). Artist’s usually rely on art galleries and museums to
handle this part of the process once an item is sold or acquired. We believe in making the process simple and helping
the artist to take control of how their art is sent to their collectors. All Public Art provides 2 shipping options in the
trading process:
a. Fine Art Shipping Affiliates: Fine Art usually
requires special
handling,
insurance
and
packaging by a qualified shipping company
that specializes in transporting artwork. All Public
Art is partnering with a list of approved shipping
companies, in various metropolitan cities around the
world, that are the best in the industry to serve the
shipping component of the
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trading process. Artists and collectors will have a list to
choose from and must agree on a shipping company
to transport the artwork. All Public Art does not
take a percentage or commission from the shipping
transaction. When the shipping company arrives to
pick up the artwork the company representative will
confirm the contents of the parcel with images provided
by the artist on All Public Art. The images provided by
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the artist will also be included in the documentation
for the blockchain so that it can be used for verification
and history records in later transactions and inquiries.
The artwork will also be assigned a unique ID which
will function as a digital Certificate of Authenticity.
Once the contents of the package are confirmed by the
shipping service representative, they will acknowledge
acceptance of the package on the All Public Art
platform, which will automatically be documented
for the transaction records. When the parcel arrives at
the art collectors location, the shipping representative
will confirm the parcel contents with the collector and
confirm the delivery of the package on the All Public
Art Platform. The collector will also be required to
confirm the delivery of the parcel with the shipping
representative. When the collector confirms delivery,
the Smart Contract will unlock and release the APA
tokens to the artist. The details of the transaction will
not be available on the blockchain or All Public Art until
the shipping process is complete. The addresses and
locations of all parties involved in the shipping process
will never be available for the public to see. If there is a
dispute or issue during the shipping process, such as
damage to the artwork, the shipping company will be
responsible for resolving it. The shipping company will
coordinate all the required documents and assist with
insurance, special handling and delivery. The shipping
company will collect all fees and payments separately
from All Public Art and will be responsible for the entire
shipping process.
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b. Standard Shipping: Shipping via the USPS, FedEx,
UPS and other popular services are ideal for simple
trades. Usually simple trades with small artwork and
items, such as small prints and art related merchandise,
can easily be shipped by the artist through popular
shipping services and companies normally used
by the public. Similar to a normal shipping process
from an artist’s website, artists and collectors will
be responsible for the coordination and transaction
of the shipping process and the contents. When an
artist ships the artwork through a standard shipping
source, such as the USPS, they must confirm the
shipment on the shipping details page of the artwork
on All Public Art with the tracking number and delivery
confirmation number provided by the shipping service
chosen. When the package arrives at the shipping
destination, the collector will be required to sign a
delivery confirmation which can be confirmed by
either party (artist or collector) on All Public Art. If the
collector does not confirm delivery on the platform,
the artist may check the delivery confirmation number
provided to them to confirm its status. Once the
delivery confirmation sets the status of the package as
“received,” the artist will be required to contact All Public
Art’s shipping confirmation representative to confirm
that the delivery confirmation number, attached to the
transaction, shows that the package has been received.
The collector has 5 days in which to confirm that they
received the package on All Public Art. If they do not
notify All Public Art of any delivery issues within 5 days
of the delivery confirmation date, All Public Art will
release the APA tokens that are temporarily locked. All
Public Art does not assist in confirming the contents
of the packages sent through public shipping services
or conduct services to resolve disputes. All Public Art’s
shipping Confirmation representative will only verify
that the shipping delivery confirmation is confirmed as
“received” in order to release the APA tokens. The artists
and collectors will be responsible for conducting the
shipping process at their convenience.
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Once the trading process is complete, the data and information from the transaction will be
available for the All Public Art community, art institutions and art gallery professionals to view.
Our mission is to ensure a transparent marketplace where artists and collectors are treated
fairly with a reliable source of information to justify market pricing and the authenticity of the
artworks.

Register

Art Appraiser Affiliate Services

Certified appraisers provide professionally researched
opinions about the authenticity and value of pieces
of art that do not have a presence or history on the
blockchain yet. With extensive knowledge of art history
and the international art marketplace, an appraiser can
help a cautious collector on All Public Art to determine
the fair market value of an artwork. All Public Art will
offer a list of certified appraisers for collectors to choose

Controlling Network Abuse
All Public Art is focused on ensuring that the
authenticity and immutability of the records processed
during transactions that occur on our platform are
protected. There will be individuals who attempt to
manipulate and exploit the system by creating dubious
account profiles, posting artworks they do not own
and attempting to generate fraudulent transactions
on the platform. Chicanery on All Public Art will be
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Get Unique ID

Start Trading

Ship Your Art

from. Certified appraisers in the All Public Art affiliate
network will be selected from the main accrediting
bodies including the International Society of
Appraisers (ISA), the Appraisers Association of America
(AAA) and the American Society of Appraisers (ASA). All
Public Art will not request tokens, compensation or a
commission for the affiliate appraisers services. The list
of art appraiser affiliates is provided to the All Public Art
community, so that the community has options that
will contribute to successful trading in the All Public Art
marketplace.

controlled and minimized with the various security
measures mentioned in the Trading Process section
of this Whitepaper, and through a reporting function
on the platform that allows the community to assist in
exposing suspicious or prohibited activity on All Public
Art. The Report function will alert the All Public Art
team to investigate the accounts involved and assess
whether any action should be taken. All Public Art will
remove content, disable accounts, and work with law
enforcement when we believe there is a genuine case
of misuse on the platform.
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APA used the Ethereum blockchain, which is one of
the most recognized blockchains and allows us to
create our tokens in a manner that allows for flexible
development. With Ethereum it is simple, easy, and
fast to create an ERC20 token for a platform such as All
Public Art. Ethereum has a proven development team
that is actively working on new technologies that will
continue to improve the stability, security,
functionality, and scalability of the Ethereum
Blockchain; this will minimize that risk that APA has
when developing with a blockchain that it has not
created itself. The Ethereum development team is
currently working on new token versions such as
ERC771 which can be used conveniently by a company
like All Public Art. Ultimately the resources and time
saved by using a Blockchain like Ethereum can be
more economical and ensure more productivity for All
Public Art.

Purpose and Use of Tokens in
the Network
The purpose of the Tokens is to validate each
participant's contribution to a solution, and any such
related services, on the All Public Art platform:
www.allpublicart.com or www.allpublicart.io and the
All Public Art mobile application (collectively, the
“Services”. The Company creates and releases
products that allows users of the All Public Art platform
to exchange content on the All Public Art marketplace
(the “ Network”. Specifically, Tokens are intended to
create smart contracts for research goals (“Product”,
which serves as a facilitator of interaction on the
Network. Important additional details regarding the
Network, Services, and Product are in our White Paper.
We do not operate or maintain the Network, and as
such, we have no responsibility or liability for the
Network or any ability to control third parties’ use of
the Network.
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Risks and cons with using the Ethereum network:
Ethereum is a centralized Blockchain and if Ethereum
goes down, it can potentially take the APA smart
contracts down with it. If ETH hard forks, it can have
unforeseen consequences on APA’s tokens, as they can
be lost, hacked, or create a split in APA’s service. By not
creating our own blockchain, APA is subject to the
development plans of the Ethereum team. If APA
disagrees with the development plans of Ethereum, it's
already too late to make a switch without destroying
user data in the process. If APA wants to improve the
functionality of the Ethereum Blockchain, it can't;
instead, APA will have to contribute to the
development of Ethereum's Blockchain, which it does
not own or control. When the APA system uses Ether, it
requires gas to complete transactions, therefore any
time a transaction occurs using the APA token, the fee
goes to enriching the Ethereum network, not the APA
network.

The Tokens do not confer any rights other than rights
relating to the provision and receipt of Services in the
Network, subject to limitations and conditions in
applicable Network Terms and Policies.
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In the art market, counterfeiting and fraud has been a problem for
numerous years. All Public Art has a solution: to use the power of
blockchain technology to reduce illegal activities in the art market
by implementing a system in our platform that will validate the
authenticity of artworks by tracking their data. The complexity and
opacity of the art market today, makes it easier for those committing
fraud to avoid detection and prosecution. Activities such as illegal price
manipulation, collusion and kickbacks can be costly to investigate and
extremely difficult to prove.
On All Public Art, each artwork and every artist will have a unique
ID, allowing each transaction to be verified through smart
contracts. The implementation of this verification process will allow
anyone to confirm the authenticity of the IDs, resulting in a safer and
more secure marketplace.
As the transactions are conducted,
information about the various artworks will also be gathered.
Blockchain technology prevents anyone or any organization from
attempting to manipulate facts, numbers and data.
On All Public Art, artists will also have the perfect platform to ensure
their authenticity to collectors by associating their ID with every artwork
that they decide to offer to the market. AllPublicArt tokens will be
used for transactions, the community will be able to see the scope of
an artist’s growth and assess their artwork’s market value on the All
Public Art platform.
Artists will also be given the opportunity to assign a multi-step
verification process to their artwork, which will allow the owners of
the artwork to confirm the work’s legitimacy. Each artwork may have
various authentication steps that can be confirmed by a collector or
institution, this will increase the validity of the work. Assessing the
authenticity of artwork has always been difficult. Fraud examiners
who specialize in tracing title histories of physical assets such as real
estate, planes and boats understand the unique difficulty in establishing
provenance of sculptures and paintings. In many cases, paper trails of
artwork are non-existent and cannot be easily traced through public
records. Through blockchain technology, All Public Art’s API will be
uniquely equipped to ensure that data is verifiable and transparent for
everyone to see. While the identity of collectors will be protected, the
transaction data and the artwork history will be available for
institutions, law enforcement, collectors and art galleries to view. This
transparency will provide a marketplace that ultimately contributes to
the prosperity of artists and collectors.
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Consumers
Artists and Art Traders

Art Collectors and Art Enthusiasts

Artists are passionate about the artwork they create
and deserve to be rewarded for their work.
Traditionally, artists have trusted galleries and art
consultants to sell their artwork to interested buyers
on their behalf. Since artists willingly give the art
businesses the power to do business for them, artists
more often than not have limited control regarding
how to price their artwork. When artists allow an
entity to conduct the sale for them, their position
and power to negotiate is weaker. By joining the All
Public Art, artists are inherently in a position to be
better compensated for their artwork and have full
control of who they sell to and how much they sell
their art for. Artists will receive AllPublicArt tokens,
which can then be traded on an exchange outside
of All Public Art for fiat currencies.

The All Public Art community thrives because of our
art collectors and art enthusiasts, who offer
encouragement and support to the artists in our
community. The APA community is a collective of
people who respect and appreciate creativity. All
Public Art has made it easy for art collectors and
enthusiasts to get involved. Registration through
AllPublicArt.com or the All Public Art mobile app
(Currently available on the Google Play Store and in
Apple’s App Store) is necessary for art collectors
and art enthusiasts to conduct trades on All Public Art.
Registration is fast and easy and when the
blockchain is implemented, All Public Art will
enable quick and simple smart contract signing. This is
all you need to do in order to start obtaining art from
the All Public Art platforms. If a user already has an
AllPublicArt token from their participation in the token
sale, (s)he/it can simply use them to obtain artwork
that is being presented on All Public Art. Other users
will have to buy AllPublicArt tokens on external
exchanges outside of All Public Art in order to trade
on All Public Art. The All Public Art website and mobile
app will allow this trade to happen automatically.

All Public Art’s mobile app and website is currently in
its open beta stage. The All Public Art team is proud to
be able to build a stable, user friendly platform full
of artists and art lovers who enjoy the user
community benefits. We
look
forward
to
implementing the AllPublicArt token and blockchain
technology into the business. To be part of the All
Public Art community you simply have to register
through AllPublicArt.com or the All Public Art app
available in the Google Play Store and in Apple’s App
Store. Once the registration is complete you will
automatically join the All Public Art community and
can immediately enjoy all the benefits offered, as an
artist, an art buyer or both.

Patrons and Supporters
Anyone will be able to use AllPublicArt tokens
to support artists anywhere in the world by sending
them the tokens directly. Artists who accept
AllPublicArt donations can simply announce it on
their All Public Art profile, Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, or any other social media platform. When
a fan sees an artist’s work that they love, in addition to
showing their appreciation by “liking” and
“following” the artist on social media, the person
can easily send AllPublicArt tokens to the artist’s
wallet address directly from a mobile phone or
computer, which can then be used on All Public Art to
get art related items such as studio materials and
art supplies. Support is a critical aspect of developing
a successful career for artists and with the help
from patrons, artists will be in better positions to
focus on creating artwork.
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AllPublicArt
Token Sale

(APA)

Token Pre-Sale Phase
When you participate in the token sale you will receive
AllPublicArt tokens issued by All Public Art Limited.
The only cryptocurrency we accept in the token
sale is Ethereum. A maximum of 800 million
AllPublicArt tokens will be created. In the token sale,
we will be selling no more than a total of
400,000,000 AllPublicArt tokens, worth a total of
$10,000,000 (token sale cap). Every APA token is worth
$0.075 US dollars (7 1/2 cents).
If a total of 400,000,000 AllPublicArt tokens are not
issued before the end date of the token sale,
the system will only issue the amount sold during
the tokensale and it will burn the rest. After the token
sale, 400 million APA tokens that are not being issued
for the token sale will be minted. Of the 400 million
APA tokens being minted after the token sale: 38%
(152,000,000 AllPublicArt tokens) will be allocated for
All Public Art team members and advisors, 2%
(8,000,000 AllPublicArt tokens) will be allocated for
token sale incentives and opportunities, and 60%
(240,000,000 AllPublicArt tokens) will be reserved
for platform incentives and partnerships with
institutions and organizations in the art community
during the Phase 2 (they will be locked for a period of
12 months after the end of the token sale).
Details on how to purchase tokens will be
provided on http://allpublicart.io. The public will
have full transparency regarding the amount and
type of funds All Public Art gathers on http://
allpublicart.io.
The token sale is broken down into a token presale phase and token sale phase. OPYRIGHT © 2017-2018 ALL
PUB

The goal of this phase is to build momentum for
the token sale in a short period of time, and to
encourage early investment. The private pre-sale
commenced in January 2018 and the funds from
the private pre-sale will be allocated to the
offering, which will commence on October 31, 2018.
A bonus will be issued depending on the amount
of tokens contributed. A minimum contribution of
$10.5k worth of ETH is required to participate in
this phase unless you are a registered artist. The
details of this bonus are:
Minimum Contribution

Bonus

*$15 worth of ETH minimum for Artists

25%

$10.5k worth of ETH

25%

$30k worth of ETH

30%

$150k worth of ETH

35%

$300k worth of ETH

40%

An individual may not purchase more than $1,250,000 USD worth of APA tokens. Therefore, an
individual may purchase tokens for a maximum value of $1.25 million worth of ETH (Ethereum).
*Artists pre-sale: Whitelist requirements: Visual artists that are registered on All Public Art and
have their artwork and their artist website listed on www.allpublicart.com will receive a 25%
bonus with a minimum contribution of $15 worth of ETH.

Token Sale Phase
Early
participants
will receive bonus tokens
to reward them for joining earlier. The sooner
you join, the greater the bonus that will be
given to you
Week

Bonus

1 (First) Week: January 21, 2019

20%

2nd (Second) Week: January 28, 2019

15%

3rd (Third) Week: February 4th, 2019

10%

4th (Fourth) Week: February 11th, 2019

0%

st

An individual may not purchase more than $1,250,000 USD worth of APA tokens. Therefore, an
individual may purchase tokens for a maximum value of $1.25 million worth of ETH (Ethereum).
*AllPublicArt tokens will be distributed to token sale participants no later than 30 days after the
conclusion of the token sale.
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Distribution of Virtual Financial Asset
a. Delivery Date.
Within 30 days after completion of the Token sale, the account you used to purchase Tokens will be credited
with the number of Tokens you purchased during the Token sale (the “Resulting Distribution”).

b. Delivery Method.
All deliveries from the Resulting Distribution will be made electronically. Deliveries will be made directly to the
account, address or wallet associated with your Token purchase within 30 days after the completion of the Token
Sale.

c. Third Party Payment Processor.
If you purchase ETH, or acquire ETH using a third party payment processor (e.g., ShapeShift, YUNBI, Gatecoin), you
acknowledge and agree that such third party payment processor is your agent, not the Company’s, for the purpose
of the payment and purchase. You are responsible for ensuring that we receive the appropriate amount of ETH. We
are not responsible for any loss of funds due to the use of a third party payment processor.

Taxes
The purchase price that you pay for Tokens is exclusive of all applicable taxes. You are responsible for determining
what, if any, taxes apply to your purchase of Tokens, including, for example, sales, use, value added, and similar
taxes. It is also your responsibility to withhold, collect, report and remit the correct taxes to the appropriate tax
authorities. We are not responsible for withholding, collecting, reporting, or remitting any sales, use, value added,
or similar tax arising from your purchase of Tokens.

Smart Contracts
Our Smart Contracts are available for review on GitHub.com here:
https://github.com/allpublicart/allpublicart/tree/master/contracts

COPYRIGHT © 2017-2018 ALL PUBLIC ART LIMITED ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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How Funds
Will Be Used
MARKETING
25.0%

DEVELOPMENT
50.0%

OPERATIONS
15.0%

LEGAL
10.0%

The funds will be used for development, marketing,
operations, legal, governmental duties and other
expenses that will occur in next few years. These
funds are necessary for developing and running the
AllPublicArt token project in All Public Art.

50% Development
25% Marketing & Sales
15% Operations
10% Legal
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Implementation
PHASE 1:
Adding APA Tokens & Blockchain to All Public Art

PHASE 2:
Increasing Market Share

All Public Art’s website and mobile applications are in their open beta
stage and are successfully being used by the All Public Art community. The
platform is currently designed to socially connect artists and art sellers with
art collectors, enthusiasts and consumers. Once the additional AllPublicArt
and blockchain technology functionality is developed and implemented,
users will be able to easily trade art directly with AllPublicArt tokens. Once
the token sale is completed, and the system to trade AllPublicArt tokens
is executed on All Public Art, AllPublicArt tokens will be the only available
currency used to trade on the platform. The artist will determine the
asking price of the artwork; then, once the consumer agrees to trade it for
AllPublicArt tokens, the smart contracts will do the settlement.

Once the All Public Art platform is
fully established our goal will be to
engage with new partners in the
art sector. We would like them to
use a robust business model while
contributing to a broader use
of the blockchain within the art
market. Our ultimate goal will be
to increase the use of APA tokens
through additional partnerships
in the art world.

COMPLETION %

Phase 1

Phase 2

APA Platform
10%

Implementing blockchain technology on APA

5%

Implementing AllPublicArt trading on the APA platform

5%

Marketing
10%-20%

Marketing on national level

10%

Commercializing on international level

10%

Growth
20%-70%

Increase the trading volume of the APA platform with
additional functionality and user engagement

20%

Increasing market share, acquisitions and expansions

10%

Further APA e-commerce market development

10%

Broaden the use of APA tokens and Blockchain in art

15%

Cultivate partnerships in the art world

15%

Solidification
70%-100%

Phase 1

Q1 2018-Q4 2018

Phase 2
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Conclusion
All Public Art is comprised of a phenomenal
international team of professionals that come from
a diverse range of backgrounds and have extensive
and relevant experience in a variety of fields such as IT,
finance, blockchain, marketing, law and the art world.
We thrive on developing creative ideas, pride ourselves
in implementing innovative visions and are passionate
about ensuring that All Public Art is a platform that
serves the global art community with excellence in
the way it deserves. We believe that implementing
blockchain technology on a platform is a brilliant move
toward a thriving future for the arts in a digital age.
All Public Art is one of the first companies to merge
the crypto-world and the art world and this is an
opportunity that you should be a part of.
We are ready to positively impact the lives of artists
around the world and we are proud to empower the
art community with this movement where Blockchain
meets art. Join us as we eliminate long standing
problems in the art marketplace, and contribute to the
next chapter in art history.
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The Issuer
The AllPublicArt token is issued by All Public Art Limited, a limited liability company registered in Malta.
Registered office:
Nu Bis Centre, Mosta Road, Lija LJA 9012, Malta, Europe
Registration number:
C 89073

Registration date:
October 27, 2018

Objects and principal activities of the issuer:
The objects of All Public Art Limited are to create an internet-based platform and mobile application consisting
of resources, solutions and services to increase market and community interaction among visual artists,
art enthusiasts, art collectors, art professionals, art businesses and art institutions. Further, with the use of
blockchain technology, track the provenance of artworks, use a virtual financial asset as a medium of exchange on
the platform, enable fair and accurate price valuations of art using structured data in congruence with a
cryptographic staking mechanism to incentivise crowd-sourced value assessments while harnessing the power
of a machine learning model to assess the market value of artworks, creating a price assessment system
powered by a combination of human and artificial intelligence. In achieving this, All Public Art Limited is
leveraging on the existing technology of it parent company and is issuing the AllPublicArt token to achieve the
objectives described in this whitepaper.
Key Management:
Key management includes the Board of Directors.
Graham Goddard, Director
Goddard formed All Public Art in 2015 and has been working towards making the global art community a better
place for artists with the development of the All Public Art platform. As CEO and Director, Goddard has been
responsible for managing the success of the organization, overseeing the activities, and leading the organization
toward opportunities that will help artists on All Public Art thrive. For the past 3 years, Goddard and the All Public Art
development team have strived to create a website and mobile app that is perfect for people who love art and the
artists that keep the creative spirit alive.
Genaro Gascon, Director
Gascon has over 20 years of corporate leadership and has been responsible for the success of various digital
marketing projects while providing clients with high quality campaigns for their online marketing efforts. With over
10 years experience at YP.com, Genaro Gascon is a specialist in applying new technology to innovative digital
marketing strategies.
Financial Performance:
All Public Art Limited is a newly registered limited liability company that has no financial track record.
Financial Commitments to date:
It is estimated that All Public Art Limited will incur one hundred thousand Euro (EUR100,000) in preliminary legal,
corporate, regulatory, system audits, and marketing services which will be paid by All Public Art Limited. All Public
Art Limited has also entered into commission based introducer agreements with entities acting as investment
introducers that are subject to performance.
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Legal
General Information
The sale of the AllPublicArt token is final and non-refundable. The AllPublicArt token does not have the legal
qualification of a security, since it does not give any rights on dividend or interest. The AllPublicArt token is not a
share in All Public Art Limited and does not grant any degree of ownership in All Public Art Limited. The purchase of
AllPublicArt token does not give any right to participate in the general meeting of All Public Art Limited. The
purchase and use of the AllPublicArt token shall not be done for speculative usage or investment purposes. No
intellectual property rights attributable to or held by All Public Art Limited shall be assigned or transferred to the
AllPublicArt token. All Public Art Limited retains all rights, title and interest in all of its intellectual property,
including inventions, hardware and software, discoveries, processes, marks, methods, compositions, formulae,
techniques, information and data, whether or not patentable, copyrightable or protectable in trademark, and any
trademarks, copyrights or patents based thereon. The purchaser of the AllPublicArt token is aware that applicable
securities laws, which ensure that investors are sold investments that include all the proper disclosures and are
subject to regulatory scrutiny for investors’ protection, are not applicable.
Any person purchasing any AllPublicArt token, expressly acknowledge and represent that (s)he/it have carefully
reviewed this white paper and fully understand the risks, costs and benefits associated with the purchase of
AllPublicArt token as indicated in the white paper and in the terms and conditions.

Knowledge Required
The purchaser of AllPublicArt Tokens undertakes that (s)he/it understands and has significant experience of
cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that (s)he/it fully understands the risks associated with the
Token Sale as well as the mechanism related to the use of cryptocurrencies (incl. Storage).
All Public Art Limited shall not be responsible for any loss of AllPublicArt token or situations making it impossible to
access AllPublicArt token, which may result from any actions or omissions of the user or any person undertaking to
acquire AllPublicArt token, as well as in case of malicious third party (hacker) attacks.

Risk
Acquiring AllPublicArt token and storing it involves various risks, in particular that All Public Art Limited may not be
able to launch its operations and provide the services promised. Therefore, and prior to acquiring AllPublicArt
token, any User should carefully consider the risks, costs, and benefits of acquiring AllPublicArt token within the
Token Sale, and, if necessary, obtain any independent advice in this regard. Any interested person being not in the
position to accept nor to understand the risks associated to the activity (incl. the risks related to the nondevelopment of All Public Art Limited’s network and operations) or any other risks as indicated below, should not
acquire AllPublicArt token, at this stage or ever later.
All Public Art Limited is a relatively new company. The Company is not registered with the United States Securities
and Exchange Commission, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, the state of New York under its
BitLicense, or any other foreign, federal or state regulatory agency. The Company is not subject to any public
reporting or filing, has little operating history for purchasers of APA Token or Network users to review. APA TOKENS
MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE IN EVERY JURISDICTION, AND WILL NOT BE SOLD IN THE UNITED
STATES, CHINA, SINGAPORE, OR ANY JURISDICTION WHERE SUCH SALES ARE PROHIBITED.
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!

APAToken Risk Factor
You should carefully consider and evaluate each of the following risk factors before deciding
to participate in an APA Token distribution events (each, a “Token Sale”). To the best of the
Company’s knowledge and belief, all risk factors which are material to you in making an informed
judgment to participate in the Token Sale have been summarized below. If any of the following
considerations, uncertainties or material risks develops into actual events, the business, financial
position and/or results of operations of the Company and the maintenance and level of usage of
the APA network and the APA Tokens could be materially and adversely affected.

Risks Relating to Participation In The Token Sale
There is no, or a limited, market for APA Tokens and the Token Sale may not result in an active
or liquid market for the APA Tokens: There is no, or a limited, market for the APA Tokens. Although
the Company may use reasonable endeavors to seek the approval for availability of the APA Tokens for
trading on a cryptocurrency exchange, there is no assurance that such approval will be obtained or
maintained. Furthermore, even if such approval is granted by a cryptocurrency exchange, there is no
assurance that an active or liquid trading market for the APA Tokens will develop, or if developed, will be
sustained after the APA Tokens have been made available for trading on such cryptocurrency exchange.
There is also no assurance that the market price of the APA Tokens will not decline below the original
purchase price (the “Purchase Price”). The Purchase Price may not be indicative of the market price of
the APA Tokens after they have been made available for trading on a cryptocurrency exchange. The APA
Tokens are not being offered or sold as an investment. Any expectation that the value of the APA Tokens
will increase is purely speculative.
The APA Tokens are not a currency issued by any central bank or national, supra-national or quasinational organization, nor is it backed by any hard assets or other credit. The Company is not responsible
for, nor does it pursue, the circulation and trading of APA Tokens on the market. Trading of APA Tokens
will merely depend on the consensus on its value between the relevant market participants. No one is
obliged to purchase any APA Tokens from any holder of the APA Tokens, nor does anyone guarantee the
liquidity or market price of APA Tokens to any extent at any time.
Furthermore, APA Tokens may not be resold to purchasers who are citizens or permanent residents of
China, Singapore, the United States or any other jurisdiction where the sale or purchase of APA Tokens
may be in violation of applicable laws. Accordingly, the Company cannot ensure that there will be any
demand or market for APA Tokens.
Future sales or issuance of the APA Tokens could materially and adversely affect the market
price of APA Tokens: Any future sale or issuance of the APA Tokens that increases the supply of APA
Tokens in the market may result in a downward price pressure on the APA Tokens. The sale or
distribution of a significant number of APA Tokens outside of the Token Sale or the perception that
such further sales may occur, could adversely affect the price of the APA Tokens.
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Risk Relating to Participation In The Token Sale (cont.)

Negative publicity may materially and adversely affect the price of the APA T okens: Negative
publicity involving the Company, the APA network, the APA Tokens or any of the key personnel of the
Company, regulation of cryptocurrencies in the US or worldwide, may materially and adversely affect
the market perception or market price of the APA Tokens, whether or not it is justified.
There is no assurance of any success of APA network or any Future Business Line: The value of, and
demand for, the APA Tokens hinges heavily on the performance of the APA network and the continuous
active engagement of its users and success of its contemplated business lines. There is no assurance
that the APA network will gain sufficient traction after its launch and achieve any commercial success.
Furthermore, there is no assurance that any of the business lines contemplated by the Company will be
launched and generate sufficient customer traction. Also, APA Tokens utilizes open source technology
which may be revised or manipulated to create uses not intended or contemplated by the Company.
The funds raised in the Token Sale are exposed to risks of theft: The Company will make every
effort to ensure that the funds received from the APA Token Sale will be securely held in an escrow
wallet, which is a multi-signature address (detailed on the official token sale website) with access
thereto by private keys held by reputable and trusted parties. Further, upon receipt of the funds
from the Company, will make every effort to ensure that the funds received by it from the
Company will be securely held through the implementation of security measures. Notwithstanding
such security measures, there is no assurance that there will be no theft of the cryptocurrencies as a
result of hacks, sophisticated cyber-attacks, distributed denials of service or errors, vulnerabilities or
defects on the Company website, in the smart contract(s) on which the escrow wallet and the APA
Token Sale relies, on Ethereum or any other blockchain, or otherwise.
Such events may include, for example, flaws in programming or source code leading to exploitation or
abuse thereof. In such event, even if the APA Token Sale is completed, the Company may not be able
to receive the cryptocurrencies raised. In such case, the APA network and the structuring and
licensing of any future business lines might be temporarily or permanently curtailed. As such,
distributed APA Tokens may hold little worth or value.

Risks Relating to the Escrow Wallet
The private keys to the escrow wallet may be compromised and the cryptocurrencies
may not be able to be disbursed: The escrow wallet is designed to be secure. Each of the holders of
the three (3) private keys to the escrow wallet will use all reasonable efforts to safeguard their respective
keys, but in the unlikely event that any two (2) of the three (3) keys to the escrow wallet are, for any
reason whatsoever, lost, destroyed or otherwise compromised, the funds held by the escrow wallet may
not be able to be retrieved and disbursed, and may be permanently unrecoverable. In such event, even
if the APA Token Sale is successful, the Company will not be able to receive the funds raised.
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Risks Relating to APA Network
The APA network is developed, operated, and maintained by the Company. Any events or circumstances which
adversely affect the Company or any of its successor operating entities may have a corresponding adverse effect on
the APA network and any future business lines. Such adverse effects would correspondingly have an impact on the
utility of the APA Tokens.
The Company may be materially and adversely affected if it fails to effectively manage its operations as its business
develops and evolves, which would have a direct impact on its ability to maintain the APA network and/or launch any
future business lines.
The art, technology and cryptocurrency industries in which the Company competes have grown rapidly over the past
few years and continue to evolve in response to new technological advances, changing business models, shifting
regulations and other factors. As a result of this constantly changing environment, the Company may face operational
difficulties in adjusting to the changes, and the sustainability of the Company will depend on its ability to manage its
operations, ensure that it hires qualified and competent employees, and provides proper training for its personnel. As
its business evolves, the Company must also expand and adapt its operational infrastructure. The APA Tokens rely on the
Company’s blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms,
blockchain technology and smart contract technology. All of these systems, tools, and skillsets represent complex,
costly, and rapidly changing technical infrastructure. In order to demonstrate continued ability to effectively manage
technical support infrastructure for the APA network, the Company will need to continue to upgrade and improve
its data systems and other operational systems, procedures, and controls. These upgrades and improvements will
require a dedication of resources and are likely to be complex and increasingly rely on hosted computer services from
third parties that the Company does not control. If the Company is unable to adapt its systems and organization in a
timely, efficient, and cost-effective manner to accommodate changing circumstances, its business, financial condition
and results of operations may be adversely affected. If the third parties whom the Company relies on are subject
to a security breach or otherwise suffer disruptions that impact the services the Company uses, the integrity and
availability of its internal information could be compromised, which may consequently cause the loss of confidential
or proprietary information and economic loss. The loss of financial, labor or other resources, and any other adverse
effect on the Company’s business, financial condition and operations, would have a direct adverse effect on the
Company’s ability to maintain the APA network and/or to structure and license the anticipated APA future business
lines. Any adverse effects affecting the Company’s business or technology are likely to also adversely impact the utility
of the APA Tokens.
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Risks Relating to APA Network (cont.)

The Company may experience system failures, unplanned interruptions in its network
or services, hardware or software defects, security breaches or other causes that could
adversely affect its infrastructure network, and / or the APA network: The Company is not
able to anticipate when there would be occurrences of hacks, cyber-attacks, distributed denials of service
or errors, vulnerabilities or defects in the APA network, the smart contracts on which the Company or the
APA network relies or on Ethereum or any other blockchain. Such events may include, for example, flaws
in programming or source code leading to exploitation or abuse thereof. The Company may not be able
to detect such hacks, cyber-attacks, distributed denials of service errors vulnerabilities or defects in a
timely manner, and may not have sufficient resources to efficiently cope with multiple service incidents
happening simultaneously or in rapid succession.
The Company’s network or services, which would include the APA, could be disrupted by numerous
events, including natural disasters, equipment breakdown, network connectivity downtime, power
losses, or even intentional disruptions of its services, such as disruptions caused by software viruses or
attacks by unauthorized users, some of which are beyond the Company’s control.

We are dependent in part on the location and data center facilities of third parties: The
Company’s current infrastructure network may in part established through servers which it owns and
houses at the location facilities of third parties, and servers that it rents at data center facilities of third
parties. If the Company is unable to renew its data facility lease on commercially reasonable terms or
at all, the Company may be required to transfer its servers to a new data center facility, and may incur
significant costs and possible service interruption in connection with the relocation. These facilities
are also vulnerable to damage or interruption from, among others, natural disasters, arson, terrorist
attacks, power losses, and telecommunication failures. Additionally, the third-party providers of such
facilities may suffer a breach of security as a result of third-party action, employee error, malfeasance
or otherwise, and a third party may obtain unauthorized access to the data in such servers and the
providers of such facilities may be unable to anticipate these techniques or to implement adequate
preventive measures.
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Risks Relating to APA Network (cont.)

General global market and economic conditions may have an adverse impact on the
Company’s operating performance, results of operations, and cash flows: The Company
has been and will continue to be affected by general global economic and market conditions.
Challenging economic conditions worldwide have from time to time, contributed, and may continue
to contribute, to slowdowns in the art or information technology industries at large. Weakness in the
economy could have a negative effect on the Company’s business, operations and financial condition,
including decreases in revenue and operating cash flows. Additionally, in a down-cycle economic
environment, the Company may experience the negative effects of a slowdown in usage of the APA
network. Suppliers on which the Company relies for servers, bandwidth, location and other services
could also be negatively impacted by economic conditions that, in turn, could have a negative impact
on the Company’s operations or expenses. There can be no assurance, therefore, that current economic
conditions or worsening economic conditions or a prolonged or recurring recession will not have a
significant, adverse impact on the Company’s business, financial condition and results of operations,
and hence, the APA network. Any such circumstances would then correspondingly negatively impact
the utility or price of the APA Tokens.

The Company or the APA Tokens may be affected by newly implemented regulations:
Cryptocurrency is generally unregulated worldwide, but numerous regulatory authorities across
jurisdictions have been outspoken about considering the implementation of regulatory regimes which
govern cryptocurrency or cryptocurrency markets. This may impact the appeal of the APA network
for users and result in decreased usage of the APA network and the APA Tokens. Further, should the
costs (financial or otherwise) of complying with such newly implemented regulations exceed a certain
threshold, maintaining the APA network and structuring, licensing, and launching the APA Tokens
future business lines may no longer be commercially viable, and the Company may opt to discontinue
the APA network, or the APA Tokens. Further, it is difficult to predict how or whether governments or
regulatory authorities may implement any changes to laws and regulations affecting distributed ledger
technology and its applications, including the APA network, the anticipated APA Tokens future business
lines and the APA Tokens.
The Company may also have to cease operations in a jurisdiction that makes it illegal to operate in
such jurisdiction, or make it commercially unviable or undesirable to obtain the necessary regulatory
approval(s) to operate in such jurisdiction. In scenarios such as the foregoing, the utility, liquidity, and/
or price of APA Tokens will be adversely affected.

There may be unanticipated risks arising from the APA Tokens: Cryptographic tokens such
as the APA Tokens are a relatively new and dynamic technology. In addition to the risks included in the
above discussion of risk factors, there are other risks associated with your purchase, holding, and use of
the APA Tokens, including those that the Company cannot anticipate. Such risks may further appear as
unanticipated variations or combinations of the risks discussed above.
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Important Disclaimer
This white paper shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into an investment. It does
not constitute or relate in any way nor should be considered as an offering of securities in any jurisdiction.
The white paper does not include nor contain any information or indication that might be considered as a
recommendation or that might be used to base any investment decision on. The AllPublicArt token is
just a virtual token and is not intended to be used as an investment.
The offering of AllPublicArt token on an external trading platform is not changing the legal qualification of the
token, which remain a simple means for the use of the blockchain and is not a security.
All Public Art Limited is not to be considered as advisor in any legal, tax or financial matters. Any
information in the white paper is given for general information purpose only and All Public Art Limited does not
provide with any warranty as to the accuracy and completeness of this information.
All Public Art Limited is not a financial intermediary according to Maltese Law.
Acquiring AllPublicArt token shall not grant any right or influence over All Public Art Limited organization and
governance to the Purchasers.
Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations associated to
cryptocurrencies in the world. In that respect, regulatory measures, investigations or actions may impact All
Public Art Limited’s business and even limit or prevent it from developing its operations in the future. Any person
undertaking to acquire AllPublicArt token must be aware that the All Public Art Limited business model,
the white paper or terms and conditions may change or need to be modified because of new regulatory
and compliance requirements from any applicable laws in any jurisdictions. In such case, purchasers
and any person undertaking to acquire AllPublicArt token acknowledge and understand that neither All
Public Art Limited nor any of its affiliate shall be held liable for any direct or indirect loss or damages
caused by such changes.
All Public Art Limited will do its best to launch its operations. Any person undertaking to acquire
AllPublicArt token acknowledge and understand that All Public Art Limited does not provide any
guarantee that it will manage to achieve it. They acknowledge and understand, therefore, that All Public
Art Limited (incl. Its bodies and employees) assumes no liability or responsibility for any loss or damage that
would result from or relate to the incapacity to use the AllPublicArt token, except in case of intentional
misconduct or gross negligence.
Taxes
The purchase price that you pay for Tokens is exclusive of all applicable taxes. You are responsible for
determining what, if any, taxes apply to your purchase of Tokens, including, for example, sales, use, value added,
and similar taxes. It is also your responsibility to withhold, collect, report and remit the correct taxes to the
appropriate tax authorities. We are not responsible for withholding, collecting, reporting, or remitting any sales,
use, value added, or similar tax arising from your purchase of Tokens.
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Representation
and Warranties
By participating in the Token Sale, the purchaser agrees to the above and in particular,
they represent and warrant that they:
have read carefully the terms and conditions attached to the white paper; agree to
their full contents and accept to be legally bound by them;
are above 18 years old or have reached the age in which are qualified to enter into
a contractual relationship in the country of residence;
have full authorization to act on behalf of the legal entity which will purchase the
AllPublicArt token, if acting on behalf of an legal entity;
live in a jurisdiction which allows the All Public Art Limited to sell the AllPublicArt
token through a crowdsale, the Token Sale or otherwise without requiring any
local authorisation;
will not use the Token Sale for any illegal activity, including but not limited
to money laundering and the financing of terrorism;
have sufficient knowledge about the nature of the cryptographic tokens
and have significant experience with, and functional understanding of, the usage
and intricacies of dealing with cryptographic tokens and currencies and
blockchain-based systems and services;
are familiar with all related regulations in the specific jurisdiction in which
s(he)/it is based in and that purchasing cryptographic tokens in that jurisdiction
is not prohibited, restricted or subject to additional conditions of any kind;
(Participants cannot contribute to the Token Sale if there are applicable legal
restrictions in their country of residence. It is the responsibility of each participant
to know these laws and take them into consideration before their participation in
the Token Sale);
are not purchasing AllPublicArt token for the purpose of speculative investment
or usage;
waive the right to participate in a class action lawsuit or a class-wide arbitration
against the All Public Art Limited and its Affiliate Parties.
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Anti Money Laundering
All Public Art Limited acknowledges the importance of the fight against money laundering and funding of
terrorism, and fully supports both the international and national efforts aimed at deterring such crimes.
Money laundering and terrorist funding have been identified as major threats to this sector, and in seeking
to manage these risks, All Public Art Limited adheres to the relevant laws, regulations, industry best practice,
and ethical standards.
Malta, which has been a Member State of the European Union since 1st May 2004, has enacted laws and
regulations to transpose the Anti-Money Laundering EU Directives. As a ‘Subject Person’ under
The Prevention of Money Laundering and Funding of Terrorism Regulations (S.L. 373.01), as amended, All
Public Art Limited must strictly adhere to the applicable legislation and guidance.
All Public Art Limited has in place written policies and procedures that are intended to detect and disrupt
money laundering and/or terrorist funding in line with the applicable laws and regulations. It uses a riskbased approach towards the assessment and management of money laundering and terrorist funding risks
and carries out appropriate Due Diligence with respect to prospective and existing customers. Accordingly,
All Public Art Limited is under a duty to request from participants in the token sale and subsequent token
holders, all information required to satisfy the legal requirements thereunder if and when required. Each
participant and/or token holder may be subject to know your client and money laundering requirements
which imply that the investors will be required to disclose the applicable information and support which will
be retained by All Public Art Limited for the required statutory period.

Governing Law
and Arbitration
All the disputes, controversy arising from or under the Token Sale shall be resolved by
Arbitration in Malta in accordance with applicable Maltese laws in force on the date
when the Notice of Arbitration is submitted in accordance with the Terms of
Token Sale. The arbitral proceedings shall be conducted in English.
For more information about our Terms and
Conditions and our Privacy Policy, please visit:

http://allpublicart.io
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The Team and
Acknowledgments
Many people have committed to support the AllPublicArt token project with their time, energy, and network.
We would like to use this opportunity to express our gratitude to everyone who supported us throughout
the course of development of this project. Thank you!
A special thanks to the various meetup and network groups involved. Thank you to the Ethereum team and
their technology, Coin exchanges for their useful APIs and many others for their support, feedback and
improvements to the All Public Art Platform. We are dedicated to improving and contributing to the growth of the
global art community and we are excited, humbled and immensely grateful that you are on this journey with us.

The Board
Graham Goddard
Director / Chief Executive Officer
Graham Goddard formed All Public Art in 2015 and has been working towards making the global art community a
better place for artists with the development of the All Public Art platform. Goddard's vision for All Public Art has
resulted in a robust platform that is designed to provide solutions for all artists. As CEO and Director, Goddard has
been responsible for managing the success of the organization, overseeing the activities, and leading the
organization toward opportunities that will help artists on All Public Art thrive. For the past 3 years, Goddard and the
All Public Art development team have strived to create a website and mobile app that is perfect for people who love
art and the artists that keep the creative spirit alive.
Goddard has been an exhibiting visual artist for over 15 years and is known for exploring creativity through various
artistic mediums such as painting, site-specific installations, and mixed media. Graham Goddard artwork has been
featured in the Skirball Museum and has been the California African American Museum twice. His artwork has also
been exhibited in numerous art galleries throughout the United States and abroad.
Sabyasachi Saha
Chief Technical Officer
All Public Art’s platform development has been led by Sabyasachi Saha since 2015. He is an industry expert in
website, Android and iOS App Development, Cloud and Saas Based Applications, and Enterprise mobility. Sabyasachi
manages a technical team that has made All Public Art in to a powerful platform for artists and art collectors. He has
contributed to the success of companies, such as Red Bull, Saudi Govt, Scrib Rider, Nitestay, Hostingpower,
Yogafeed, Amazingartasia and Hybrd. His leadership and expertise in the industry has contributed to making All
Public Art a platform that is prepared for the implementation of the AllPublicArt token.
Gustavo Guimarães
Smart Contract Developer
Gustavo is an experienced Software Engineer with the demonstrated history of working as a blockchain developer
and Smart Contracts engineer on successful ICO projects, such as PillarProject and Starbase. Gustavo is skilled in
Blockchain development, Ethereum protocol, smart contracts, analytical skills, databases, JavaScript (React.js) and
Ruby. Gustavo's expertise in blockchain technology has led him to speak at conferences around the world. Gustavo
is now proud to have worked with All Public Art on creating Smart Contracts for the token sale in 2018.
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Rishan Bhagowat
Token Sale Architect
Rishan is a pioneer in the emerging digital capital market space, specializing in raising capital through digital token
sales. He is a leader and entrepreneur at heart and has set up, scaled and exited several successful
multinational businesses ever since completing his studies and board exams in Actuarial Science. His passion and
expertise lies in connecting life changing technology with capital to bring more joy into the world. Rishan also is an
angel investor in DroneClouds and RYDE Inc and serves on various boards of companies which share his vision.
Tineke Zwart
Public Relations
Tineke is a talented business generalist and has the ability to direct different aspects of a business allowing them
collaborate and function optimally and ultimately enabling a company to thrive. She has studied over
multiple locations in the world, finally completing her master’s at Lund University in Sweden. She has made her
presence and value known in both startups and large corporate organizations, taking them to the next level.
Alisha Bhagowat
Token Sale Operations Manager
Alisha is both highly analytical and attentive and has extensive experience in examining large quantities of data and
information to make both operational and strategic decisions. After receiving a BSc in Actuarial Science and
Economics, she began her career at Accenture as a Strategy Consultant, where she focused on solving her clients’
most pressing challenges at the intersection of business and technology. She then went on to lead a
prominent player in the performance marketing industry.
Justin Wu
Growth Marketer
Justin Wu is an Information Architect and growth marketer. He has collaborated with both Wall Street Journal, CES,
NASA, NASDAQ and been sponsored by Samsung, Intel, New Balance. In the past, he has founded several companies
such as Sidevision (Invested by Warner Bros), and Vytmn.com, a marketing tech company where he lead growth $1M
revenue in its first year.
Genaro Gascon
Director
Gascon has over 20 years of corporate leadership and has been responsible for the success of various digital marketing
projects while providing clients with high quality campaigns for their online marketing efforts. With over 10 years
experience at YP.com, Genaro Gascon is a specialist in applying new technology to innovative digital marketing
strategies.
Cassandra W. Borchers
Legal counsel
Cassandra is a partner in the Corporate Transactions & Securities practice group in Thompson Hine LLP. She counsels
clients on regulatory and compliance matters including all aspects of federal and state securities law and related issues,
such as registration, regulatory reporting, private fund and mutual fund matters. Cassandra's practice has focused
primarily on securities, finance and venture capital, mergers and acquisitions, corporate representation and governance
matters, and all aspects of counseling emerging companies. She has assisted private and public companies, including
mutual funds, in securities offerings, private equity issues, formation, and mergers and acquisitions. She has
represented both issuing companies and investors in a large variety of transactions and securities offerings.
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Advisors
Brad Bulent Yasar
Brad is an entrepreneur, investor, mentor, and advisor who has started and bootstrapped several companies from
inception to maturity over the past 20 years. Brad is currently the co-founder and Managing Partner of Krowd Mentor,
a strategic crowdfunding advisory firm focusing on ICOs, cryptocurrencies, blockchain, and token powered
organizations. As the co-founder for Blockchain Investors Consortium (BIC) with over $2 Billion dollars allocated to
blockchain and cryptocurrency projects and has access to extensive dealflow and experience analyzing disruptive
technologies. Brad has participated in dozens successful crowd sales, which have raised over $500 million from
10,000s of investors in 12 months. Brad also served as managing director of Yasar Corporation where he mentored,
advised and invested in more than 50 companies.
Sheldon Inwentash
Sheldon Inwentash, a serial entrepreneur, is chairman and chief executive officer of ThreeD Capital Inc., a Torontobased venture capital firm specializing in investments in the junior resource, blockchain and artificial intelligence
sectors. Mr. Inwentash has more than 30 years of investing experience and has been instrumental in raising $15
billion for his portfolio companies over the last 15 years. He co-founded Visible Genetics, the first commercial
pharmacogenomics company, in 1994 and exited in 2001 to Bayer. Through two decades leading Pinetree Capital,
Mr. Inwentash created significant shareholder value through early investments in Queenston Mining (acquired by
Osisko Mining Corp. for $550-million), Aurelian Resources (acquired by Kinross for $1.2-billion) and Gold Eagle Mines
(acquired by Goldcorp for $1.5-billion) to name a few.
Sheldon Inwentash and Lynn Factor are internationally recognized collectors of contemporary art, based in Toronto
and Bal Harbour, Florida. Often focusing on individual artists in significant depth, over the past decade they have
assembled museum-caliber holdings of works by important African American American artists such as Mark Bradford,
Ellen Gallagher, Sam Gilliam, David Hammons Rashid Johnson, Jack Whitten as well as younger artists such Tony
Lewis, Wangechi Mutu and Torey Thornton. Inwentash and Factor have similarly deep holdings of German artists
Georg Baselitz, Anselm Kiefer and Sigmar Polke, among many other artists comprehensively collected such as Alex
Katz, Thomas Houseago, Sterling Ruby, Richard Tuttle and Dahn Vo. Travelling the world — from the Americas, to
Europe, Asia and beyond — to source art and meet artists, Inwentash and Factor are frequent lenders to museum
exhibitions, often serving as a donors and supporters to such museums as The Albright-Knox Art Gallery, the Art
Gallery
of
Ontario,
the
National
Gallery
of
Canada,
Ottawa,
among
many
others.
Sheldon obtained his B.Comm from the University of Toronto and is a Chartered Accountant/Certified Professional
Accountant. In 2007, he was an Ontario finalist for the Ernst & Young entrepreneur of the year award. In 2012, Sheldon
received an honorary degree, doctor of laws (LL.D) from the University of Toronto for his valuable leadership as an
entrepreneur, his philanthropy, and inspirational commitment to making a difference in the lives of children, youth
and their families.
James Jalil
An extensive authority on securities and corporate transactions, in the United States and internationally, Jim is a
member of Thompson Hine’s Executive Committee and a partner in the Corporate Transactions & Securities and
International practice groups. Jim also Chairs Thompson Hine’s India desk and Cryptocurrency Group. Jim counsels
clients on contract drafting and negotiations, mergers and acquisitions, public offerings registered with the Securities
and Exchange Commission, private placements of securities exempt from registration, venture capital financings, and
hedge fund, investment adviser and broker-dealer formation and compliance, and cryptocurrency issues.
Cryptocurrency
A prominent thought leader on cryptocurrency, Jim provides insight into the unique regulatory challenges
surrounding alternative financial services, and is a frequent presenter and commentator on the legal implications of
Bitcoin.
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Kent Twitchell
Renowned artist and muralist, Kent Twitchell has created artworks on buildings and freeways that are now considered
landmarks. His artworks are also in the permanent collections of the LA County Museum of Art, the Chicago Art
Institute, the Boise Art Museum, the Smithsonian Institute, the Vincent Prince Art Museum, the Long Beach Museum of
Art and many private collections. A devoted advocate of public art and a dedicated muralist, Twitchell co-founded the
Mural Conservancy of Los Angeles (MCLA), an organization dedicated to restoring, preserving and documenting the
murals of Los Angeles.
Chad Anderson
Chad is the co-founder and Managing Partner of MT Digital Assets, a trusted financial service for cryptocurrency,
blockchain and ICO investors. With several successful start up experiences to draw on (Myspace, engage: BDR), Chad is
poised to create new lucrative business relationships to bridge the gap between legacy companies and blockchain
technology. Chad’s unique ability to assess market trends has contributed to the success of companies such as
Myspace, Coinlancer, Apex and engage:BDR. As an advisor, Chad is dedicated to empowering blockchain startups,
funds and entrepreneurs to reach their funding and liquidity goals while contributing to strategic marketing
partnerships and initiatives.

All Public Art Limited declares that to the best of its knowledge the information contained in this whitepaper is in
accordance with the facts stated within it and that the whitepaper makes no omission likely to affect its import.

Graham Goddard
Director and CEO
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